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Marchers protest Wilson
Gays, lesbians rebel against
veto of anti-discrimination bill
Traffic stopped for gays as
protesters march to Plaza Park

Plitt art’ toting protesters Mark (;uldry, of Santa Clara, and Steve (no last name given), of Campbell, join about 45 others at Plaza park Friday downtown

Activists parade to Plaza park
By Faye Wells
Daily gaff wrier

About 45 people marched from
Tower Hall to Plaza Park Friday to
protest Gov. Pete Wilson’s veto of AB
101, a law barring hiring discrimination based on sexual orientation.
Gays, lesbians and at least two heterosexuals walked behind leaders who
carried the rainbow flag of the gay
community. They carried signs, chanted and marched in the next-to-the-last
event of Gay and Lesbian Awareness
week, sponsored by SJSU’s Staff for
Individual Rights. They war out, visible and vocal.
"The issue is civil rights for all,"
said S.I.R. co-coordinator Kevin
Johnson before the marchers left
Tower Hall. "We are gathered here

INSIDE

today to send a message to Gov,
Wilson. The piece of paper that is AB
101 may be dead, but not its spirit"
Johnson asked the group not to violate other’s rights en route to Plaza
Park and the group marched toward
their destination chanting "Hey, hey,
hey ho, Gov. Wilson’s got to go."
SJSU and the San Jose Police
Department accompanied the
marchers. Five San Jose Police
Department officers mounted on
horseback followed the marchers as
SJPD motorcycle police stopped oaflie so protesters could cross Fourth
Street safely.
"We’re here to make sure everything is peaceful, that no one interferes
with the demonstration," said Sgt. Ron
Habina of the SJPD.
The protesters included SJSU stu-
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that’s not rue. It said you cannot reject
a gay person solely because of sexual
onentauon."
Wilson’s veto was wrong because
it excluded gays from the protecnon of
the law, Saco said.
Most protesters were SJSU students and staff, but Dan Carpenter
came from West Valley College to join
the marck
"From my perspective it (the veto)
is an anemia to maintain a white male
dominant structure," he said. "The
veto was used to force gays back into
the closet and to give support to antigay hate actions and crime&"
Businessman Mart Guidry arrived
weanng conventional clothes and a
green sign saying "1 Santa Clara
See PROTEST, Page 6

San Jose cops on hand to help
UPD direct peaceful marchers
By Deborah Kerr
Daily aaff aqua

Navy blue mingled with beige at
Friday’s march against Gov. Pete
%%Ian’s veto of Assembly bill 101.
The 13 police officers from the San
Jose Police Department, along with
five horses saddled and ready to go,
milled around the University Police
Department parking lot at noon. They
war waiting for 45 students to march
from Tower Hall.
"It looks like a convention," said a
professor who didn’t want to give her
name.
-Coming Out far AB 101" was the
theme to the march to downtown Park
Plaza in front of the Fairmont Hotel.
The march, which fell on National
Coming Out Day, was sponsored by

Staff for Individual Rights.
The 13 officers worked with a
handful of UPD officers to control
traffic and ensure safety for participants and bystanders, according to
SJPD Sgt. Don Bnster.
"We just make sue that we protect
the people involved," Bnster said.
"We make sure that they get to say
what they want to say without infringing on other peoples’ rights."
Bnster stood near his steed, and
chatted congenially with four mounted
police officers as they waned for the
march to begin. Behind them, their
horses, all glimmering chestnuts,
gnawed on the trees to which they
were tethered.
Thirteen officers covering 45
See COPS, Page 6

Disabled students suffer from unfinished improvements
By Jason Rothman

FEA FU RES
Reed this: SJSU’s first

dents, alumni, staff and representatives
from parents and friends of gays and
lesbians.
"Nobody knows I’m gay," said the
print on film major Gabi Neogy’s Tshirt. She said the march was an
"essential step to awaken those who
are blinded by ignaance.
"I would rather 9CC something like
(the march) more often and not
oranges and eggs as weapons," she
said, referring to other groups who
threw food at Gov. Wilson when he
spoke in San Francisco and at
Stanforti
Psychology major Janice Ishizzuka
said she was "very upset that AB 101
was not passed."
"Some people viewed this legislation as giving gays special status," said
SJSU graduate Tony Sacco. "But

Don Nelson and Byron Floyd hug during a
protest of Gov. Wilson’s veto of a gay-rights bill.

Daily a& wler

Additions to make SJSU more
accessible for disabled students are
improving conditions, but due to the
budget cutbacks the improvements are
going slower than what disabled students would like.
The problem is that each year there
is a list of improvements, and not
enough money to complete all of
them.

-We might have a list of 20 items
for improvement at $250,000 an item,
but we are only able to get two or
three items a year," said Marty
Schulte:, director of disabled student
services. "The campus can do about
illl it is doing."
What disabled students mainly
want is more automatic doors to buildings, more bathroom stalls widened
for wheelchairs and more elevators
with die controls kiwer to die gmund.
Junior Paiman Korneili said that if

they can’t put automatic doors on all
the buildings, they should install
lighter doors that open from both
aids.
"At times I think that (the builders
and ccntractors) don’t think of !anthcapped people when they redesign
buildings," said Louie Duane, the
president of the Disabled Students
Association.
The example he sighted was when
the Student Union cafeteria was
redesigned, the isles between cash reg-

Procession mourns anniversary
of Columbus’ arrival in America
By Emma Burgess
Duly gat! writer

A day of recognition, remembrance and mild
protest began after a ceremony at early sunrise
Friday.
A small group of people turned out at San
Jose City Hall to sign a petition to remove the
statue of Columbus that sits in the lobby.
Most people, if they even consider Columbus
Day when it is not presented as a national holiday, think of it as a positive turning point in history when America was founded and our axe:sten arrival.
lb the American Indian, the statue and the
day together symbolize 499 Mrs of oppression
and genocide, according to Sid Welsh, representative of the American Indian Movement based

in San Jose.
The sunrise ceremony was followed by a traditional Aztec dance group known as
Tezkatlipoka, who performed at noon in the
Student Union amphitheater at SJSU. Before die
dances began, Welsh spoke to the audiare.
"We have been living in a society based totally on lies," he said. lie added that Columbin Day
and Columbus’ statue bring thoughts to his mind
that could be comparable to the thoughts and
feelings of a Jewish person at the sight of a
swastika or the portrait of Hider.
Welsh listed a few of the great contributions
of the American Indian to American society
today: A group once known as the Six Nations.
based in New Wet at the C_anadian border had
See COLUMBUS, Page 3

ISICTS were too thin for wheelchairs to
get dwough. Now there is a gate on the
side, so students in wheelchairs can
get through, but it was added only
after pressure from disabled students.
What the operation and design
department has done recently is built
more wheelchair ramps for buildings,
put reflective tape on stairs for visually impaired students and installed
braille markers on the elevators,
according to Hank Hendrickson, the
director of operations design and con-

struction at SJSU.
He agrees that the construction us
going slow, but said he thinks that the
budget cutbacks are not affecting the
construction.
"They are priority projects, and
they are done before other things,"
Hendrickson said.
The disabled student services is
planning a survey to find what else
needs to be done on campus. They an.
planning to conduct the survey over
the next three months.

American Indian cultural events
on hold after A.S. says no money
By Sandy Heynen
Daily muff writer

The SJSU Associated Students voted
Wednesday against funding Native
American cultural events, after almost an
hour of battle and discussion between the
directors and Environmental Resource
Caner representative&
Without the help of the special allocations funds, most lectures and events scheduled fa (ktotu and November will have
to be cut, Steve Slunk, director of the ERC
said
He is concerned that the money which

has already been received and spent On me
events will go to waste.
"It was to promote an activity to the
campus that had never been here before,"
said Ken Dodds, director of sponsored programs. Dodds, who is also on the special
allocations committee, said the proposal
amount had been cut from $4,710 to
S3.8(X), but was still not accepted.
The suggestion was made to fund fewer
events at a lesser cost, but the issue was
exhausted before the offer could be male to
cut the proposed amount for the same

See FUNDING, Psge 3
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Starting out fresh
Support grows for
congressional
term limits
term -limitation
The
movement is pushing
ahead full -force in
Washington.
The recently uncovered scandal of
hundreds of bouncing checks and
outstanding restaurant tabs is a mark
against Congress that will be hard to
erase from the political slate.
Many Americans considered the
revelation to be, at the very least, an
abuse of congressional power, and
rightly so. The officials we elect to office
are expected to act responsibly and
ethically. Skipping out on lunch bills and
signing away thousands of dollars on a
checking account that doesn’t hold the
funds bespeaks of indviduals who fall
quite short of our expectations.
Perhaps if term limits were put into
effect throughout the House and Senate,
its members would not develop the
audacious attitude that sometimes
accompanies those who sit in long -held
powerful positions.
Unfortunately, the current system that
allows congressional members to serve
as many terms as they are re-elected to
does nothing to keep power in check.
A member can be voted out of office,
goes the argument, if people don’t like
the politics he or she practices. But
voters cannot make an informed decision
to vote for another candidate when the

incumbent has 10 or 20 times the money
and resources to push his re-election
during campaign time. Without financial
backing, it is impossible for newcomers
to make their political goals publicly
recognizable, either by name or face.
Without public recognition, they don’t
stand a chance against the better-known
Incumbent.
Consequently, members of Congress
who seek re-election to office are voted
back in 98 percent of the time. According
to former Pennsylvania Congressman
James Coyne, some of the top reasons
members leave office include voluntary
decision to leave, death, running for a
higher position, political scandal and
west. Re-election places sixth on the
list, making it one of the lowest causes
for members to leave Congress.
When death, scandal and arrest take
precedence in the turnover of politicians
in Congress over voter choice, we ought
to think twice about term limits.
President Bush has spoken out in
favor of legislation that would call for
term limitation. There’s even been talk
that he’ll wield the issue as a major
weapon against the Democratic Party
during his 1992 run for re-election.
Certainly, the Democrats shot
themselves in the foot and handed the
gun to Bush when this check bouncing
charade came to light (yes, Republicans
were found guilty, too, but liberals made
up the majority). But it shouldn’t have
come to this before the president decided
that term limits should be put into effect.
This is not and should not be a
party issue. It is a political issue.
It’s a good thing we have a two-term
limit for presidents. The White House
will be in sore need of redecorating by
the time 1996 rolls around.

SLACK
Rob Neil!

Preparing for exams
makes a student testy

G

ood morning scholars.
The first thing we’re
going to do today is
review for the first midterm.
"As it said in the
syllabus and as I’ve repeated ad nauseam
since we crowded into this hell-hole, the
test will be closed book, closed notes, no
crib sheets, no make-ups, no drugs, no
sex, no fun.
"The exam will be on everything
we’ve gone over in class up to this point,
with a few things I haven’t talked about
and aren’t in the text You, of course, are
expected to know these things, as I will
subsequently insist I went over them indepth in my lectures.
"You will need to buy a test form
from the bookstore. For those of you who
do not know how to use one of these
forms, I will give a 10-minute lecture on
how to bubble in little circles. You will
be expected to show interest in this
lecture, although I know all of you have
been bubbling in those circles since you
were old enough to say ’Mom, I’m sick. I
can’t go to school today.’
"Those of you who have purchased
test forms in the past will find that the
form has been completely changed from
last year. This means the 40 blank ones
lying on your closet floor are now
completely useless, and you have wasted
your money. This is not my problem. If
you are on a student budget and since
this is not Stanford, I must assume you
are you may find that these unused
forms are not at all unpleasant when
eaten with milk and sugar.
"May I see the hands of those who
have not purchased test forms from the
bookstore before. Everyone has. You all
have purchased these forms before? All
66

right, then. You will find the forms in the
back of the bookstore. It will be difficult
to see the rack where the forms are, as it
is usually surrounded by students in
unpleasant moods, with constipated
expressions.
"You will need to purchase form
234YUCK123-A. Do not purchase form
234YUCK123-B as the machine will
mark you as a complete fool, you will
lose your financial aid and I will regard
you with contempt for the rest of the
semester. The forms are easily
distinguishable. The ’A’ form is a
slightly lighter shade of blue than the
"Absolutely, under no circumstances
should you select forms 187EEP44 or
187EEP45. You should not have a
problem with this as they are exact
duplicates of 234YUCK123-B, and you
already know not to purchase that form.
If you use either of those forms! will
have to grade your test by hand, and the
point of all this wonderful technology
will be wasted. It would also cause me to
miss my nap time.
"If you don’t understand, I have
written a pamphlet on the problem
entitled ’Test Forms: How to Tell Them
Apart.’ You may purchase it in the
bookstore. It costs $45.70, used.
"Oh my, how time flies. It would
seem the hour is over already. Sorry I
skipped the actual review; I’m sure
you II all do fine. Any questions? Yes,
you in the back with the beaten
expression and the ponytail."
What class is this again?

Rob Neill is a Daily staff writer, His
column appears every Monday.

Room (408) 924-3280
FAx 924-3282
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GEORGE DUSH WAS NEM)
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YOU DOW HAVE .

Run Dominguez

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
No more lame diatribes
Editor,
I’m not surprised that Jack Trageser
believes that AB 101 was unnecessary
(-Wilson dodges flying fruit, angry gays,"
Oct. 9). After all, since he is a straight (I
assume) white male, he would have no way
of experiencing homophobic discrimination
against gays, lesbians and bisexuals.
I am tired of hearing lame, insensitive
diatribes against human rights protections
from people whose rights aren’t threatened.
And I sin offended at being called a "marching nut" for demanding my rights.
Rages/es must have never spent time in a
wat place, since he thinks gay people must
go out their way to make their sexual orientation known. Everywhere I’ve worked, people talk about their dates, friends, spouses,
Ws and politics. Married people usually put
family pictures on their desks. A gay, lesbian
or bisexual person would have to lie and
hide to "pass" as straight. The freedom tube
honest and be yourself is hardly a "militant"
need.
Lying about one’s sexual orientation is
unhealthy and stressful, yet it may be the
only way to remain employed if one has a
hostile boss and no legal protection. Had AB
101 not been vetoed, it would have sent a
loud message that employers cannot dis-

criminate. Without it, the gay community
must fall back on weak existing legal precedents and expensive court cases.
Everyone I know in the gay community
was shocked and angry about Gov. Wilson’s
cowardly and politically-motivated veto of
AB 101. Of course, not all my friends could
be out yelling with me at Stanford. For
sane, it would have meant risking their jobs.
Andrew Gans
Graduate
Dept. of Health Science

Upside-down facts
Editor,

Permit me to respond to Brooke Shelby
Biggs’ column ("U.S. hypocrites fund
oppression," Oct. 8). It is my opinion that
she has turned the facts upside down. Let me
explain.
Biggs states "Zionism indeed,
Judaism as a whole values separatism."
Fact in the United States until well after
World War II, Jews and blacks were excluded from many residential areas; from all
kinds of business and social clubs; from
many jobs and were limited by quotas in
many universities.
Christians in Europe, like their coreligionists in the United States, sought to isolate the Jews. In fact, the word "ghetto" was
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the designation Ice areas in which Jews were
forced to live. Fact it was the Orisiians in
Europe who sought to isolate the Jews by
sending them to concentration and extermination camps, and by expelling them from
their countries.
Jews are still not welcome in a number of
European nations,
dularly in countries
such as Russia and
Biggs repeats the slander against Lsrael
that originated in the Arab nations with the
phrase " Zionism amounts to racism."
Perhaps she can tell inc how Israel can be a
racist nation when it is one of the very few
nations that seeks to rescue Ethiopians from
the wars, famines and hatreds in Africa.
Furthermore, Israel has been a haven kr
Jewish refugees from the Arab states and has
done far more to integrate its refugees into
Israel than the Arab states have done to
abscrb Palestinians into their states.
Finally, I and most of my Jewish friends
live with and mix with people in the ratio of
at least 10 non-Jews to every Jew; 40-50
percent of young Jewish people are marrying
non-Jewish mates.
So much for the sepaiatist-racist Jew.
George M. Sicular
Professor
Civil Engineering

WRITER’S
FORUM
Sandy Heynen
Survival of the latest on downtown streets
p

edestrians
what a concept.
When you were about five
years old or so and mom and
dad finally let you cross the
street, there were two rules of
thumb drilled into your head: always look
both ways before you cross the street, and
always cross in a crosswalk.
For teen-agers, the big transition is
from legs to wheels when they receive the
privilege of a driver’s license. In that
process, a few more rules are added
regarding pedestrians: they always have
the right of way and, when in the
crosswalk, they are almost beyond holy.
Crossing the street in San Jose at the
streets without stop lights, is about as easy
as walking on water. If you have any fear
at all of the cars that are coming down the
street at 40 miles per hour, chances are
you’ll be waiting on the curb for quite a
while.

This semester, my favorite past time as
I walk to the 10th Street garage has
become yelling at the people who breeze
by in their cars, oblivious to the fact that
there is someone in the crosswalk.
The statistics aren’t good for this
semester. Since the first day of class, there
have been two known people run down by

when someone walking the speed of
George Bums on a good day gets into the
crosswalk, but what are you going to do?
If I find myself holding up the flow of
traffic by crossing the street, I try to move
my tail a little faster. Unfortunately, the
other day 1 just wasn’t moving fast
enough for one woman she drove
around me. Sorry, I didn’t mean for you to
have to exert the energy of applying the
brake.
1 sin by no means a speed walker on
an average day, I can make it across the
street with no hassle in less than a minute.
Grandmas, grandpas. the handicapped and
slow might take a little longer, but think
about it and take some time out of your
busy day to let people cross the street.

Cats.

Either those in the crosswalks have
forgotten what mom and dad taught them,
or those in the cars have forgotten what
they learned in Drivers Ed.
My personal theory is that nobody
gives a damn anymore; it’s survival of the
fittest, and if you’re not able to withstand
the impact of a car, you’re screwed!
It’s amazing that when you’re a
pedestrian, drivers are seen as idiots;
when you’re in a car, pedestrians are the
ones considered to be stupid. I have been
known to mumble obsenities at myself
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PHI ALPHA THETA: History
Honor Society’s semi-anual book sale,
830 Lyn., DMH, call 924.5518.
ART DEPTMENT: Student
Gallery An Show, 9 Lm., Art Bldg.,
call 924-4330.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Resume !preparation, 1:30 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room, call 924-6033.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: meeting
Li) vote on _ways, bring membership
dues, 5:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 298-6928.

PROGRAM: support group, 12 p.m.
to 1:30pm., ADM 201, call 924-5930.
LA CONFEDERACION: interest
meeting for all Latin insinuation to
wait on cultural events on cwnpus,
Noon, Chicano Resource Center, call
924-2707.
HISPANIC BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION: general meeting.
guest speaker, 6:30 p.m., S.U.’s
Pacheco Rill, call 92.4-2707.
MEDIA AWARENESS
ORGANIZATION: general
meeting for journalism, public
relations and RTVF students, 4:30
p.m., WLN 131, 924-3281.

P.E.P.: National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week: "For Whom the
Bells Tolls." 7:23 a.m., WLS. call
V24-5945.
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
Sorority pledge meeting. 7:30 pin.,
S.U. Guadalupe Room; meeting, 6
p.m., BC 209, call 924-6350.
RE-ENTRY ADVISIORY
PROGRAM: support group, 1230
p.m. to 2 p.m., ADM 201. call 9245930.

7-611,04(115
RE-ENTRY ADVISIORY

9245314.
MARKETING CLUB:
Entertainment ’92, marketing
’tragedy, 3 p.m., S.U.’s Almaden mt.
call 243-3497.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Choosing your
aviation arena, 430 p.m., S.U.’s
Umunhurn rrn; Resume 0: critique,
1:30 to 3 p.m. S.0 ’s umunhum rrn;
Co-op Orientation, 12:30 p.m.. S.U.’s
Guadalupe rm. call 924-6033.
ART DEPARTMENT: Lecture
series, Altoon Sultan, 5-4 p.m., Art
bldg 133, call 924 4328

P.E.P. CENTER: P.E.P.’s National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week,
Rainbow the clown, 12 pinto 1 p.m.,
AmPaheslor; operation road block, 10
am. to 2 p.m., 7th St. garage; NCAA
week skit competition. 7 to 10 pm,
S.U.’s ballroom, call 924-5945
STUDENT SOCIETY FOR
TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION: Making a
good first impression -resumes and
cover letters, 7 p.m., S.U.’s Almaden
rm, call 266-8434.
ANTHROPOLOGY DEPT: Prof.
Cliffor Barnett’s "I’m an
anthropologist so it must be
anthropology", 3 p.m., BC 117. call

its own government based on the pt
law of peace. Representatives from
each district would come and voice
their concerns. These ideas were used
in part in the Constitution to the
United States.
Welsh also addressed the problem
of drugs and alcohol, and the AIDS
epidemic that has harmed the Indian
population a great deal.
People aren’t aware
Welsh said that people aren’t even
aware that the statue symbolizes the
oppression of the American Indian.
When Columbus and later settlers
arrived in America, life was all downhill for the Indians. They were introduced to diseases, brutality and futile
anempts at slavery. They were pushed
off their land and left to fend in a hostile and foreign environment.
Carol Severson of Santa Cruz
County came to the sunrise ceremony.
She heard about it from a leaflet and is
a supporter of the Big Mountain support group. "To have the value that
everyone should live the nice white
middle class life is white nationalism."
"What that means in real terms,"
Severson said, "is genocide of any
people from a different culture."
Kenneth MacKay, associate dean

of the meteorology department at
SJSU, said at the ceremony that "most
people don’t know about Indian
issues," and that "things like this let
people know that it’s still an alive culFBI is biggest offender
The biggest offender of the
American Indian, Welsh said, is the
FBI. He said they see the American
Indian movement as a threat A book
by Peter Matheson called -In the Spirit
of Crazy Horse," dociunents cases of
FBI harassment
Welsh has experienced hanissment
by government authorities himself. In
1976 it came in the fam of an accusation of the possession of an explosive
device. He said that it was wholly fabricated and after six years of trials, he
was dismissed because their was no
evidence against him.
"Its over now," said Welsh, who
holds no bitter words towards the past.
But the sadness in his eyes prevails
over his whole face when he thinks of
the other false accusations that are
made on other Indians in the movement
Welsh and Steve Vontill, SJSU
senior in sociology, and member of the
Big Mountain Support Group, will
take the petition to the San Jose Mayer
Susan Hammer. Welsh also plans to
ask for a resolution on behalf of

Leonard Peltier who was convicted of
allegedly killing two FBI agents and
sentenced to 15 years in prison. But
Welsh said he believes the evidence
against Peltier was also fabricated and
that he is an innocent man.
"We have a warrior who is in
prison now," he told thcee who attended the Aztec dances, "who is in prison
now for 15 years for standing up for
his people."
Vontill said that people don’t want
I) admit the genocide, and he calls this
"white guilt."
The dances that followed RAUL traditional dances from the Valley of
Mexico. The dancers from San Jose
war of Indian and Mexican heritage
and learned the dances from their
sioestors.
Dance honors directions
They began with the Mother Earth
Dance, where they honored the four
directions: north, east, south and west.
Dressed in traditional Indian dress that
they made, the dancers wore nutshell
anklets that made a terrific rustling
noise as their feet hit the ground in the
athletic dancing.
Feathers splayed from their head
gear. Each feather "must be earned by
the dancer," said David Vargas, who
runs the group.
introduced the dances, and
played
V
drums to which they
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If groups like this are constantly asking for money.
events, Shunk said.
"I am prepared to support the
Concerns were raised repeatedly
without any resolations. "I was not speaker’s," said Yogish Chugh, director
given adequate time to address their of student services. He wanted to see
questions." Shook said "I’m extreme- some effort from the ERC to raise
ly disappointed in their obstinance," money from outside sources.
he added.
It is difficult to lathe funds born the
Some directors backtracked to the Indian organizations since most of
question of the ERC’s right to ask for than are ncn-prolit and have no funds
money from special allocations, but to spew’, Slunk said
two weeks previously, the A.S. voted
The ERC’s outline of necessary
unanimously to allow the ERC to go funds took into account the money
to special allocations. Generally this received from their budget and
fund is left for school organizations Intercultural Steering Committee as
which do not get budgeted through well as the estimated donations at the
AS., and the ERC received $8,000 for lemurs.
Alanna Burns, new director of
this year
Jon Fleischman, director of stu- envinsunental affairs, was not at last
dents’ rights and responsibilities, also week’s meeting but said she will put
mentioned that the funds might the issue on next week’s agenda to
deplete before other groups have a bring up old concerns and new soluchance to fulfill their needs, especially tXXIS.
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I
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than the avtrage eNe exalt’ \ complete rye exam (including cataract and glaucoma
check) and unlimited follots lip care kir one year is just $47.00. Save even more with
our Family Plan. A contact lens fitting is only $30.00 additional. *F.xams provided
by the doctors of VisionCare California, located at Site for Sore Eyes stores.
call now
for an
appointment
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*Pick-up tickets at Event Center Box Office
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*First 1,000 tickets free
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danced. He also joined in one or two
of the dances himself. "I think it’s
beautiful to remember historical
events 90 long as they’re in the nght
perspective."
-lezkatlipoka encourages people to
come and discover their culture
through the beauty of Mexican/Indian
dance," Valve said.
SJSU’s Environmental Resource
Center is presenting the Indian
America Series; eight weeks of events
celebrating the struggle and survival of
the American Indian.
The series is sponsored by: San
Jose Big Mountain Resistance and
Support Group, Santa Cruz Action for
Big Mountain, a committee for San
Jose’s Peace Center, the Intercultural
Steering Committee of SJSU, the
Center for Literary Arts of SJSU, die
American Indian Science and
aigineering Society and the Associate
Student Program Board, which Is providing the funds.
Steve Shunk, director of the
Environmental Resource Center, said
that the funding from the A.S. is not
enough to cover the entire schedule of
events. According to Shunk, $3,800
more is needed.
The next lecture scheduled is
-Indian Law" on Oct. 24 at 7 j7_.m. in
Washington Square Hall mom M7.
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Two latest offerings Forty-three years of
low-buck ’Reed’ing
of creative and emotional tracks that
decent new one.
The first single from the album, are entirely listenable, despite
Top of the Pops" is sadly one of the Freelove’s voice which at times
better tracks. Its arsoying chorus (Top, -sounds like a sick goat.
Some of the tracks drift in and
top, top of the pops) is repeated
force relaxation upon the listener,
throughout the song ad nauseam.
Earlier Smithereens had catchy while others have funky grooves that
choruses, but nothing so insulting as move feet.
"Heaven on Earth," moves with a
that. The old Smithereens combined
subtle hooks with hard-edged, power- pumping bassline punctuated with a
quick drum beat reminiscent of early
ful music.
Remember "Blood and Roses?" Sinead O’Connor.
In contrast, "Getting Close," a very
The Smithereens don’t.
In short, "Blow Up" is a waste of emotional and beautiful song, is
time and money, and an insult to any- brought slowly along with acoustic
guitar and flute.
one’s intelligence.
The track shows what a talented
vocalist Freelove is, and is easily the
Laurie Freelove
best song on the album almost
If you enjoy the music of Melissa worth the price itself.
The album sounds at times new
Ethridge or even Eche Brickell & New
Bohemians, the debut album by Laurie ageish, other times country, sometimes
Freelove, "Smells Like Truth" is worth like folk, and others like rock ’n’ rolL
However, the album is consistently
checking out
This latest attempt at the angry good throughout, and who doesn’t
feminist audience is a folksy collection need a vacation?

81811111
-41,141,11111

Album
Review

’saWl

By Nicholas D. Smkh
Duly guff Walla

Smithereens
As with most bands that "make it,"
the Smithereens have lost their edge.
The band’s latest album, "Blow
Up" sounds more like self-mimickry
than a legitimate album. The songs are
lame attempts at ronuinticism and are
consistently baing.
This is the new Smithereens trying
to be the old Smithereens. It doesn’t
work.
The guitar svork on "Girl in Room
12" is exactly like some of the better
old songs, but comes off sounding
more hie a recycled old song than a

HEALTH NEWS
Kathleen Helsing

Throbbing, pounding headaches
Each year 50 to 70 million
Americans experience severe
headaches, commonly the result of
physical, emotional and/or chemical

with fever, convulsions, head
trauma, loss of consciousness or
localized pain in the ear, eye or
elsewhere.
However, many headaches can be
cured through mirage. Massage,
posture improvement, relaxation,
exercise, dietary changes and
stopping smoking are all things a
person can do on his own to prevent
headaches.
Avoiding the common dietary
culprits that can contribute to
migraine headaches can also help
those suffering from head woes.
Foods associated with migraines
include: tyramine-containing foods,
citrus fruits, milk products, onions,
alcohol, fatty foods, nitritecontaining foods, monosodium
glutamate (MSG), nutrasweet,
caffeine and seafood.
Tyramine is found in such foods
as chocolate, cheeses, vinegar, organ
meats, alcohol, sour cream, yogurt
and yeast extracts. Nitrites are found
in hotdogs, luncheon meats and
sausage.
Not eating for eight to 10 hours
can also bring on a headache
because the body’s blood/sugar level
drops, and blood vessels dilate to
enable more blood to flow to the
brain.
Health News is provided for the
purpose of increasing San Jose State
University students’ awareness of
health and wellness concepts. It is
not intended to be used as direct
medical advice or instruction. You
are advised to see a Student Health
Service staff physician or nurse
practitioner for any specific health
concerns.

Wen.

Muscle contraction or tension
headaches, the most common types,
account for 90 percent of all
headaches, and are caused by
excessive tension in the face, head
and/or neck muscles. These
headaches often feel like a tight band
around the head. The pain is usually
dull, nagging and persistant, and is
accompanied by nausea.
Vascular headaches make up 8
percent of all headaches. These are
due to constriction and then
expansion of the arteries of the head,
which in turn causes increased
pressure and swelling in the
surrounding tissue.
Migraine headaches, the most
common type of vasuclar headache,
are characterized by light
headedness and throbbing pain on
one or both sides of the head.
Migraines are sometimes
accompanied by visual disturbances,
numbness and nausea. In at least 80
oercent of the cases the migraines
ire disabling and require bedrest.
Migraines afflict more women
han men, and more persons on the
West Coast than East Coast, the
Centers for Disease Control say.
The most common factors are
stress, anxiety, anger, light,
menstruation, pregnancy (first
trimester), prescribed estrogen
tablets, little or too much sleep,
infection, diet, medications, weather
change, head/neck trauma and
smoking, according to researchers.
Professional care should be
sought if the headache continues
beyond expectation, is associated

Helsing is a health educator with
the student health service.

1 0%STUDENT DISCOUNT
at

PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER
Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair
CompleteBrake Service
- Wheel Balancing

’Wheel Alignment
’Front End Rebuilding
’Shock Absorbers

Used & New Tires

299 Keyes SI. San Jose 294-3240

For more health
Information, call:

National Headache Foundation: 1-800-523-8858
Health News is not intended
to serve as medical advice OT
Instruction. See a physician
or nurse practitioner for any
health concerns.
For answers to your health
related questions write to:
Health News, c/o Spartan
Daily, Wahlquist Library
North.
Anonymity requests will be
honored.

By Emma Burgess
Duly Neff "mum
From 1948 to 1952 the Pegasus
editorial committee had a problem.
It had formed a magazine composed of fiction, poetry, essays, and
fine art, with the promise of financial
support from the Associated Student
Body of 1948. Shortly after publication of The Reed, the Student Body
backed out.
Shirley Tolin Goddard, chairman
of the Pegasus in 1948, said in the
preface to the first bound issues of
The Reed, that the magazine was
"becoming a swan song rather than a
prelude to finer things." She ended
with "and so we have decided to toss
our little magazine and its financial
blems into the lap of the student
I I y as a whole."
And so they did.
Robert Sweet, who runs Reed (no
longer called The Reed) magazine
today says "It’s always been extremely difficult" to get the finances to publish Reed magazine. "And some years
we don’t get any support at all," he
said, remembering the year they only
received $75.
The finances come from both
Instructional Related Activities fees,

Hair Design
for Men and Women

To help you get a higher

284 B 11th St.
(Corner of San Carlos ne,:t to 7- 1 1 )

And

score on your graduate
school exam, The Princeton
Review knows that a small
class is absolutely essential

Need a challenge?
Earn up to $2500/ term managing
credit card promotions on campus.
flexible hours.

That’s why we limit our
classes to 1(1-15 students, each
grouped by shared strengths
and weaknesses. This ensures
that every student receives
plenty of personal attention
from our dynamic and highly
trained instructors.

Call 1-800-950-8472 ext,25

MOSCOW I USA
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Business Conference
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Via Satellite

LSAT- 10 points*
GMAT-as points
GRE- 210 points
MCAT-3 points*
So call The Princeton Review,
where exam preparation is
always a very personal
matter.
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Journal information:
Send your art, poetry and
short fiction to Reed
Magazine, SJSU’s Original
literary journal since 1945.
English Department (F0
102), One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 951920090.
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ATTENTION
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Perfect Look

"to make it a credible magazine."
Reed will be balanced so that it
represents the worts of students and
professionals equally. Students should
identify their status so that their submissions are not judged alongside the
professionals’ says Sweet. He adds
that one reason they haven’t received
a lot of students’ work as of yet is
because they all wait until the last
minute to uun them in. The deadline
is Nov. 1.
So while there have been many
changes with Reed magazine, its still
continues to thrive on low funding and
high enthusiasm. With a staff of shots
15 people, it is a solely produced by
students, most of whom are English
aid journalism majors.
"We have an extraordinary staff of
extraordinary people," Sweet and,

and from the Student Body, about
$300 per year.
Sweet has run the production of
Reed magazine class since 1975. He is
also a professor of creative writing
and English literature classes. Mary
Anne Robinson is his predecessor.
Born of parents, The Quill and El
Portal, both published in 1923, The
Reed wasn’t published until 25 years
later. It now sells at $4.95 and comes
out annually, this year in May.
Not only is the magazine no longer
run by the Pegasus editorial committee but it is now an international magazine. It accepts submissions from
people from all over the world.
So far Sweet says the editors of
Reed have received 300 poems and
100 short stories from people in
England, Scotland, Tokyo, Hong
Kong, and Spain
For years he tried to keep it so that
only SJSU students’ submissions were
published in Reed. But when a proposal was started for a master of arts
degree in creative writing, the creative
writing faculty decided to make the
magazine international.
According to both co-editor Gaetan
Truong and Sweet, they just haven’t
received enough student submissions
so far, which says Truong, are needed
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Spartans plow Aggies
under in 39-13 win
New Mexico out to pasture in
effort to get into the 20-yard line
By Jason Rothman

bundle of yards statistically, the
Aggies fell apart when they were
inside the 20 yard-line. They lost 60
yards because of penalties in the
game.
"I felt the Aggies had the right
plan for their personnel," Head
coach Terry Shea said. "If it hadn’t
been for their turnovers, it might
have been a different score."
The Spartans capitalized on all
three of New Mexico’s fumbles,
scoring with a field goal, cr a touchdown each time they recovered the
ball.
Quarterback Matt Veatch completed 12 of 22 for 156 yards, and

Daily matt svraer

The SJSU Spartans plowed over
the New Mexico Aggies 39-13, and
Maceo Barbosa led the plowing with
22 carries for 118 yards and a touchdown, Saturday, bringing the
Spartans to 3-2 overall, and 3-0 in
the Big West Conference.
SJSU pushed New Mexico all
over the field rushing for 243 yards,
and passing for 287 yards. The
Spartan defense held the Aggics to
147 yards rushing and 166 yards
passing.
Although New Mexico gained a

New Mexico hurts San Diego
State but couldn’t pull off win
SAN DIEGO (AP)
Freshman
running sensation Marshall Faulk was
barreling his way toward another
NCAA record when a fractured rib did
what New Mexico’s defense couldn’t
stop him cold.
Faulk, who was injured in the second quarter Saturday night, was sidelined 17 yards short of becoming the
first freshman in NCAA history to
rush for 1,000 yards in six games.
Flonda’s Enuniu Smith set the record
when he reached 1,0(X) in his seventh
game in 1987.
The Aztecs survived seven
turnovers and the loss of Faulk to beat
New Mexico 38-24.
"It’s a cracked rib, but it’s not displaced," said San Diego State head
trainer Brian Barry after receiving
word of Faulk’s examination at a hospital. "We were worried that it might
have been worse.
"We can’t rule out next week, but
I’d say it’s questionable," he said.
"Right now, we’re taking it day by
day."
Faulk, who set a major -college
rushing record with 386 yards against
Pacific an Sept. 14, did have the consolation of tying a record before being
hurt lie scored touchdowns on runs of
63 and 1 yards against New Mexico
and now has 18 rushing TDs for the
season, tying the fiestunan record set
in 11 games by Hawaii’s Jamal
Farmer in 1989.
"Without Marshall, we lose that
big play potential out of the tailback
postion," Aztec coach Al Luginbill
said. ’Obviously, he has greater speed
than our others there. We’ll still get
plays out of that spot, but maybe a 60yard run by Marshall will be a 40-yard
run otherwise."
Faulk left the game with 153 yards
and two touchdowns on 14 carries,
raising his season total to 987 yards.
The freshman also has been chasing records for most overall touchdowns by a freshman (20 by Reggie

Cobb of Thanesse in 1987) and most
rushing yardage in a season by a
freshman (1,616 by Hershel Walker of
Georgia in 1980).
T.C. Wright, who finished with 102
yards on 18 carries, helped take up the
slack caused by Faulk’s injury. He
sealed the vicicry for the Aztecs (4-2
overall, 2-1 in the Western Athletic
Conference) with an 11 -yard scoring
run midway through the fourth quarter
for a 30-17 lead.
It came on the first play after the
second fumble recovery by Sebastian
Glaze.
The Lobos (1-6, 0-3) cut a 24-6
halftime deficit to 24-17 in the third
quarter, but got no closer despite
matching a school record with five
interceptions, including three in the
second half.
"We weren’t doing anything special," said Lobos coach Mike
Shapparct, whose squad was corning
off a 94-17 loss to Memo State a week
ago.
"We had a lot of things we needed
to prove tonight I’m the first one to
understand that we lost tonight, but I
really thought our team played hard
and made some big plays."
San Diego Star, which forced four
turnovas, accounted for its final score
on a 10-yard touchdown pass from
David Lowery to Ray Rowe.
"Every time we had the ball, it
seemed like we moved it, but
turnovers and penalties killed us,"
Lowery said. "I definitely didn’t have
a great game. It was a complete brain
cramp. I tried to make stuff happen
that wasn’t there."
Faulk staked the Aztecs to a 14-0
lead in the first 6:45 of the game with
two touchdown runs.
The injury to Faulk came on a
four-yard run when he was hit in his
left side.
"When he first came out, he just
thought he had the wind knocked out,"
Luginbill said.

Jeff Garcia went 3 for 3 gaining 92
yards. The acanping began when the
Aggies fumbled and SJSU recovered
on the first play of the game.
Freshman Joe Nedney kicked a
21 yard field goal to put the Spartms
on die board, and then proceeded to
kick a 41 yard field goal later in the
quarter to give SJSU a 6-0 lead.
Although SJSU scored on their
first two drives, they blew a first and
goal position on their first possession, and had to settle for a field
goal.
In the second quarter, the
Spartans gambled on a fourth down
at the 11 yard line. Leon Hawthorne
busted through the Aggies for a
touchdown giving SJSU a 12-0 lead.
On the next Spartan possession
SJSU went 61 yanks in 10 plays for
another touchdown, bringing the

score to 19-0.
In the second half Barbosa and
John Thompson ran for touchdowns,
and Jeff Garcia threw a 64 -yard
touchdown pass to Walter Brooks, to
give the Spartans 39 points.
"I felt our speed was really evident on Saturday), especially on the
corners," Shea said. "We’ve got
sonic receivers and tailbacks who
can really hum it"
The Aggies came alive in the
fourth quarter aid scored two touchdowns, but it was too late because
SJSU was too far ahead. Time ran
out and the Spartans handed the
15th loss in 16 games for New
Mexico’s second year coach Jim
Has.
The Associated Press contributed
to this report.

Blues Brothers do
basketball during
Midnight Madness
By Derck D. Johnson
Duty aid wrier

It’s madness. Midnight madness
that is.
Every year, Oct. 15th marks the
first day the NCAA allows basketball
practice. This year is no exception.
"Oct. 15th is the only universal
date in basketball," Spartan heal tesketball coach Stan Morrison said
Starting at 10 p.m. Monday in the
Events Center, midnight madness
begins. An array of activities are
planned to start the 1991-92 basketball SeatiOn.
"Last year was a million laughs,"
Morrison said.
Groups of 213 people from fraternities, sororities, dorms and clubs
around aunpus have signed up to perform a skit. The Blues Brothers is the
theme. All SJSU students are invited

to particasate. Deadline for signup was
Friday but any group of 20 that wants
to participate will be allowed to up to
the 20 -group limit, according to
Morrison.
The winning group will receive 20
VIP passes to Spartan home games.
VIP seats will be located directly
behind the opposing team’s bench,
according to Manson.
People can also participate in a
shooting contest. -There will be lots of
t-shirts to win," Morrison said.
The entire SJSU basketball team
will join in the activities, including the
walkons and new recruits, he said.
After all the hoopla is finished at
midnight, Morrison said, "the team
will do a couple of lay-ups that we are
going home and go to sleep."
Students who are interested may
call the SJSU basketball office at 9241245.

"I hope you
digl hope
You die soon’:
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TWO WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE

Courses transferable for General Ed. credit
$4,500 or less for a full semester of study
Air Fare, housing, field trips & most meals included
Financial aid, scholarships for those who qualify

Culture of Spain. April 10 - 17
Art of Greece. June 16- July 1
Moss Media In Russia and Estonia. June 22 July 5
Travel Writing & Photography, China, July 22 August 12

II

Musical!

Call Now: (510) 659-6090

_

k Little Foxes- Act 11

Revenge. Suspense. Laughter. Rage. It’s all
part of what you’ll find at
San Jose Repertory Theatre. A spectacular array

Al Trans

Fall 92

Address

in the Pac-10. Oregon fell to 3-3 overall, 1-2 in the ccnfatnce.
For Oregon, little positive happened until Musgrave took over early
in the fourth quarter. The score was
already 45-1), but he moved the Ducks
deep into Cal territory before turning
the ball over on downs, then drove
them to their only touchdown, a 5 yard run by Kealii Clifford
"Right now, we’re an ugly footbell
team," said Oregon coach Rich
Brooks. "I mean we are a terrible football team right now. ... Cal took
advantage of every opportunity we
gave than."
Wolf Barber had a 33 -yard interception return for a score, and Jeff
Jones recovered a blocked punt in the
end zone for a touchdown.
Chidi Ahanotu recovered two fumbles, Shawn Aescheliman recovered
one, and Nick Barsala and David
Wilson also had interceptions as
Oregon quarterbacks Brett Salisbury
and Kyle Crowston were ineffective.
Russell White and Lindsey
Chapman each ran for touchdowns,
Brent Woodall and Sean Dawkins
each had touchclovat receptions,
Mike Pawlawski, who entered the
game ranked sixth in the nation in
pessmg efficiency, completed 15 of 19
passes for 198 yards and two touchdowns. White gained 37 yards on 13
carries, but did not play most of the
first quarter after missing practice all
week with an infection.
The Bears have opened a season
with five consecutive victories for the
first time since 1952 and were gives a
7th-place tanking by AP Sunday.

County Transit day pass.

Choose a Semester Abroad
with Ohlone College
Austria/Germany
Experience the music
and culture of
Salzburg. Vienna and
Munich.
Info. meeting: Oct.13
Registration deadline Nov

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) This
time, the defensive perfcemance of die
13th-ranked California Golden Bears
should be above any questioning.
The Bears defeated Oregon 45-7
on Saturday by forcing six turnovers
and sacking the Ducks’ quarterback
seven times. On some plays the Bears
beat the Ducks QB into the Oregon
backfield.
’"The main thing we wanted to do
was put pressure on the quarterback,
and we did," said Cal nose guard
Mack Travis. "They’re an average
Pac-10 line, not anything to thumb
your nose SL"
The pressure dismantled any plans
the Ducks had for diet quarterbacks,
Brett Salisbury, Troy Crowston or
Doug Musgrave, who spent MOM of
their afternoon on the run. Danny
O’Neill, who won the Ducks’ starting
QB job over this trio, should have
been thankful he’s out fcr the season
with a thumb injury.
"We knew they had a new quartertack corning in, so we wanted to just
put pressure on him," Travis said. "We
played our basic scheme, we didn’t try
to do anything extra special or out of
the ordinary."
Before they had wiped the sweat
off their brows, the Bears were already
looking ahead to this Saturday’s showdown with Washington. With the lead
in the Pac-10 Conference at stake, the
game will be nationally televised.
"We’re wired in for next week,"
said Cal coach Bruce Snyder. "We will
have no problem with the attention."
The Bears go into that matchup
with a 5-0 overall record, and are 3-0

With information on transit from all nine Bay Area counties, sic
can get you from home to school to work and back again, no
matter where you live, without your car. We’ll plan your
commute for you, down to each detail, and give you a FREE

INTERNATIONAL
ADVENTURE

Spring ’92

Bears swallow Ducks
in 45-7 win and gain
7th place AP ranking
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From $53
See all five plays and save
21% off the full ticket
price! Four added
Performances to
each show.
Benefits include
guaranteed
reserved seats,
new one -hour
ticket exchange
privileges and
mut h more!
Far
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93 E. San Carlos (Across from McDonald’s) 295-4336
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NEW!

From $38
SAVE 52%
The Rep is offering all
students with a valid
student I D a season
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d save0aInSeea
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Hill told of Thomas’ advances
in early 1980s, friends testify

IesEe SalzmannDuly staff.

Four
WASHINGTON (AP)
friends of Anita Hill solemnly testified Sunday that in the 1980s, she told
them Supreme Court nominee
Clarence Thomas had made unwanted
sexual advances toward her. Hill said
"he wouldn’t take no for an answer,"
one recalled.
Hill also quoted Thomas as saying,
"You know if you had witnesses,
you’d have a perfect caw against me,"
Susan Hoerchner told the Senate
Judiciary Committee, which is probing Hill’s allegations of sexual
advances and Thomas’ unequivocal
denials.
Hoerchner and three others
appeared as opening witnesses on the
third day of wrenching, nationally
televised hearings into the sexual
harassment charges. The Senate is
scheduled to vote Tuesday on confuming Thomas, a 43-year-old black
federal appeals judge whose nomination has turned into a drama of sex
and politics unlike any other.
Many senators contacted about the
hearings said they would wait until
they were over before deciding how
to vote.
The testimony by Hill’s acquaintances provided an extraordinary declaration about the nature of sexual
harassment "Being a black woman
you know you have to put up with a
lot," Ellen M. Wells told the commit-

viwirr

Gabi Neogy, junior Radio-TV-Film major, and Lesley Peeler,
senior economics major, share a laugh Friday at the AB-101
march during comments about Gov. Pete Wilson’s decision.

tee of 14 white male senators. "So
you grit your teeth and you do it," she
said, adding that she had been
"touched in the workplace" more than
once.
Sen. Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania and other Republicans tried with
little success to pin witnesses down on
possible inconsistencies in Hill’s
actions.
Wells said it might seem strange
that Hill moved with Thomas from
one agency to another, but said, "it’s
just something you steel yourself to
do."
The testimony, essentially unshaken after nearly three hours, led as well
to a political broadside from Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass. He
said the panel should be "sensitive to
the attempts of character assassination
of Professor Hill. They’re unworthy,"
he added, in obvious reference to
Republican attempts on Saturday to
undennine the credibility of Thomas’
accuser.
Far from the crowded committee
morn, President Bush issued a fresh
defense of his embattled nominee. "I
believe he will make it," the president
said before heading off to the golf
course. ’The American people know
fairness when they see it and they
know that this process is ridiculous
.... I think ifs outrageous."
Hill has testified that Thomas

advised her to quit wcst.
"In retrospect, I think I would have
advised her to leave her job," said
New York attorney John Carr. He said
Hill had told him that Thomas had
"showed an unwanted sexual interest
in her."
She "did not provide emu details,
but she did tell me they were sexual in
nature," said Wells, who met Hill in
1981 and bnefly dated her.
Hoerchner, a workers compensation judge in California who met Hill
when both were law students at Yale,
said she had never known Hill to
exaggerate. She recalled a telephone
conversation in the early 1980s, when
both women were working in
Washington:
"She told me that she was being
subjected to sexual harassment by her
boss, to whom she referred by name.
That boss was Clarence Thomas."
Hill "said that Clarence Thomas
had repeatedly asked her out,"
Hoerchner said. "She told me that of
course she had refused, but he
wouldn’t rake no for an answer."
Hoerchner said Hill told her that
Thomas repeated his entreaties, saying "I’m your type. I’m your kind of
man and you refuse to admit it."

repeatedly pressed her for dates and
made graphic sexual references in
conversation, but never touched her.
Thomas has denied all her charges.
Bush said he had been glued to the
televised hearings, and a Washington
Post-ABC News Poll suggested the
rest of the country had been, as well.
Sixty-eight percent of those asked
said they were closely watching the
events, the poll found.
Forty-six percent of those surveyed
said they found Thomas more believable, and 24 percent made that statement about Hill.
The committee schedule for the
day included friends and acquaintances of Thomas expected to testify
about his personal integrity, and possibly another witness Angela Wright
who has told investigators that
Thomas frequently asked her out and
once asked her her breast size.
The opening moments Sunday
were notably sober as, one after
another, Hoerchner and three other
people who had known Hill in the late
1970s and 1980s testified that she
confided in them about Thomas’
alleged advances. Each of the four
said they discussed the incidents separately with Hill. None said they
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COPS: In force at march Woman with Swaggart
says she’s a prostitute;
he picked her up for sex

From Front Page
marchers makes up a ratio of nearly
one officer to three protestors. The
numbers seem extreme, but, according to SJPD Officer Steve Gallagher,
too many is better than not enough.
"I like overkill," he said. "It’s
whenever we don’t show that, something goes wrong."
"It’s just making sure everything
runs smooth," aided Sgt. Bruce Lowe
of UPD. Lowe organized UPD backup for the march.
Lowe continued, saying that police
had "no idea" how large the crowd
was supposed to be. However, police
had an itinerary of the march in
advance and worked in full cooperation with event sponsors.
At 12:30 p.m., the march left from
the lawn in front of Tower Hall to San
Carlos Street, There, San Jose police
joined the group to control traffic.
Four motorcycle police flanked the
marchers as they chanted and waved
their banners while walking toward
Plaza Park. They stopped motorists
with their raised palms and flashing
blue lights, allowing safe passage of
the stream of people crossing streets.
The mounted police tailed behind,
their hooves clopping a noisy rhythm

on the pavement. Disbursed among
the marchers were plain-clothes officers conspicuously out of place with
their headsets and walkie-talkies.
The march went off without any
problems, save an old woman who
jeered the marchers while she waited
for the light nil at Second Street.
Mostly, people just looked at the
group with curiosity and children
waved at the horses.
They just looked up from their
books and lunches to see what all die
commotion was about.
Bystander Gary Brunbaugh of San
Jose stood by quietly, intently watching the speakers at the perk. He said
he was glad AB 101 was vetoed.
"What I’m concerned about is people equating human rights with sin,"
he said "Homosexuality in the Bible
is sin. We can’t sanction it"
"I think it’s their right," said Mike,
who didn’t wart to give his last name.
"My question is, ’haw come so many
pohcemen?"
"This is history," said speaker
Spencer Nutting, an SJSU graduate
who organized the first gay student
union on campus in 1974. "The gay
community has stopped traffic in San
Jose."

PROTEST: Gays angry
From front Page
Straight who supports AB 101."
Ardis Williams resented Parents
and Friends of Gays and L.esbians.
She said the lesbian she knows is not
discriminated against, but she supports AB 101.
More of her group would have
come, but most were attending a
meeting in North Carolina.
Mike Kemmerer, SJSU sociology
major and president of the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance on campus said
today’s was the most visible San Jose
demonstration against Wilson’s veto.
He said more people would have
come had they not gone to
Sacramento.
Placard statements reflected dis-

agreement with Wilson’s veto of AB
101.
"Wilson’s veto was a HATE
CRIME. Gay rights are human
rights," said Sacco’s sign. "Some
politicians agree with Pete Wilson’s
veto of AB 101. Fortunately,
Khomeini, Stalin and Hitler are dead,"
said another.
At Plaza Part, the demonstrators
said Wilson vetoed AB 101 because
he wanted to be president of the
United States.
"I voted for Wilson, I gave his
party money and worked for his canpaign," said Martha O’Connell, cocoordinator of SJSU’s S.I.R. and a
Republican. ’This is one Republican
who is never going to vote for Pete
Wilson again."

try

INDIO, Calif. (AP) A woman
riding with evangelist Jimmy
Swaggart when he got three traffic
tickets Friday says she is a prostitute
the preacher picked up for sex.
Swaggart was accompanied by
Rosemary Garcia, of Coachella
Valley when he was cited for driving
m the wrong side of the mad, driving
an tuuegistered vehicle and not wearing a seat belt, said Police Chief Jerry
Graves.
Garcia, 31, told two television
news crews that Swaggart, who was
disgraced in 1988 after his contact
with a New Orleans prostitute was
exposed, picked her up seeking a
date, a common euphemism among
prostitutes for sexual contact.
"For sex, I mean that’s why he
stopped me, that’s what I do, I’m a
prostitute," she told KNBC-TV in
Los Angeles.
"He asked for sex," she said. "He
was shaking."
In an interview with KMIR-TV in
Palm Springs, she said Swaggart saw
a police car behind him and became
agitated, swerving his car as he tried
to hide pornographic magazines,
which caused him to be stopped.
In 1988, Swaggart resigned from
the Assemblies of God church, the
nation’s largest Pentacostal denomination after a fellow preacher
released photos of Swaggart with a
New Orleans prostiute.
In a tearful confession at the time,
Swaggart admitted to an unspecified
sin
But he refused to bow to church
discipline and resumed his ministry.
"He’s the same guy who cries on
TV for all these people to feel sorry
for him .., to give him all their

money," Garcia told the Palm Springs
station. "For what? So he can come
give it to us. That’s pretty good."
Swaggart, 56, driving a 1989
Jaguar, was mimed Friday morning
and passed a field sobriety test,
Graves said.
A police department statement
said the area where Swaggart was
stopped was within a 10-block radius
"in which Indio police targeted vice
operations for narcotics and prostitution."
police officer who issued the
citation knew (Garcia) by sight," said
police spokesman Garry Heckman.
Swaggart is scheduled to appear
on the citation Nov. 15 in Indio
Municipal Court. Indio is about 120
miles east of downtown Los Angeles.
Swaggan was in California for a
series of spiritual services, said his
attorney in New Orleans, William
Treeby, who added Swaggart was
traveling with his wife, Frances.
The Associated Press called
Treeby’s home seeking additional
comment after Garcia’s claims were
made public. A woman who
answered said Treeby was unavailable. Swaggart’s whereabouts were
unknown.
A New Orleans jury in September
found against Swaggart, his ministry
and his attorney in a civil defamation
lawsuit filed by fellow TV evangelist
Mirvin Gorman.
Gorman was awarded $10 million
after convincing the jury Swaggart
and others spread false rumors about
him, alleging sexual misconduct, that
drove Gorman’s ministry into
bankruptcy.
Swaggart is expected to visit San
Jose this weekend.

471.
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Christine Gerry, a senior child development major, feeds
Samson, her puppy. He is a 12-week-old Chesapeake Bay
Terrier who attends classes with Gerry.
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Box Lunches

DRUGS
PENALIZE OR LEGALIZE

,

OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00 PM

To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

294-3303 or 998-9427
SUCCt

An open debate on the
pros and cons of
drug legalization.

PLANNING A TRIP?
A short walk could save you lots of money
Discount FaresAvailable with S.J.S.U. I.D.

itfA.

C-MOR TRAVEL

Tonight at 8p.m. in Royce Hall.
Cuest Speakers to represent both sides.

TiPt

Land-Air -Sea

Responsible Choices = Smart Choices

82 S. Almaden Ave.
San Jose, Ca. 95113
Next to Greyhound Bus Depot

(408) 294 5000
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YOU DON’T HAVE TO QUIT
SCHOOL TO MAKE MONEY!
Enthusiastic, self motivated
people needed

Positions in sales, management, & training
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
No experience required
Make your own hours

CALL NOW!
(408) 986-1491
liamegirmahonrahr_iurmareron

crogozraremrwerdrepa
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Drug Awareness Week, October 14-18, 1991
Come join us for a fun, entertaining, and
informative week.
TODAY!

Monday, Oct. 14
For Whom the Bell Tolls
All Day
Wahlquist Library South
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204.1 A mission All Nile
2.4.1 Drinks All Nile
2.4.1 D.J.’s

See tomorrow’s ad for
more highlights!
Tuesday, Oct. 15
Rainbow the Clown
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12:00 Noon -1:00 pm
amphitheater
Road Block
10:00 am-2pm
7th St. garage
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Midnight Madness
Blues Brothers Contest
10:00-12:00
NCAA Week Skit Competition
"Responible Choices . Smart Choices’
Event Center
7:00 pm -10:00 pm
Basketball team
Loma Prieta
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KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP) - A government-run newspaper reported Sunday that
3,000 southern rebels have been killed in a
power struggle between rebel leader John
Garang and some of his top aides.
The al-Inkaz al-Wataru newspaper quoted
relief workers as saying that the two rebel factions engaged in heavy flexing for five days
rec,ently in the southern Upper Nile region.
Scores were injured, in addition to the
dead, the report said
The unidentified relief workers said they
gathered their information from rebels who
fled to neighboring Ethiopia and Kenya during the fighting.
The reports could not be independently
verified.
The Sudan People’s Liberation Army, led
by Gazang, took up arms in 1983 against the
Khartoum government, demanding more
autonomy and a greater share in the country’s
limited economic wealth and development.
Last August, Lam Alto!, a senior Sudan
People’s Liberation Army aide, and a number
of others claimed to have ousted Garang,

whom they called a dictator. But the movement is split between the two factions.
Al-Ingaz al-Watani said that both Garang
and Akol had found refuge in Kenya and
were under heavy security.
The relief workers said each of the factions had warned them from delivering
urgently needed relief supplies to regions controlledAnoillathe opposite side.
newspaper, the army’s al-Kuwat
al-Musalaha newspaper, confirmed the report
in al-Inkaz al-Watany and said that fierce
fighting continued in Upper Nile.
It said that a large number of civilians had
arrived in Malakal, the capital of the region,
to flee the fighting and that thousands more
were on their way.

Western hostage to
be freed soon
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - An Iranian
newspaper arnounced Sunday that a Western
hostage held in Lebanon, possibly an
American, would be released soon. Officials
at the United Nations also said there were

indications of a homer release scon.
repot by the ’khan limes coincided
with the return to the region of a key UN.
envoy in Secretary -General Javier Perez de
Cuellar ’s efforts to free all hostages and
detainees in the region.
Giandornenico Picco, working as envoy
for United Nations Secreary General Javier
Perez de Cueller, arrived in Cyprus Sunday
en route for Damaacus.
He refused to comment on his current mission.
The English language Tdvan limes, in a
story for Monday’s echtion, gave no date for
sudi a release. It quoted in arresporident in
south Beirut as saying that a Western hostage
held there woukl be freed soon.
The paper
a fairly strong record on
predicting
releases, although a similar
report two w
ago proved to be false. It
often reflects the views of Presiders Hashani
Rafsanjani, who is sometimes at odds with
the Iranian-influenced groups in Lebanon.
The UN. officials in New York also said a
Western hostage in Letanon was likely to be
freed soon. They said it was unlikely that it
would be the longest -held hostage, Terry
Anderson. Anderson, the chief Middle East
correspondent for The Associated Press, was
abducted Mardi 16, 1985.
Senior Iranian officials and others have
predicted that all the hostages on all sides
should be freed before Use end of the year.
Ira his complex negotiations with various
volatile groups, Picco has to meet with
Israelis, Iranians and representatives of the
factions holding hostages in Lebanon.

0 Fire at Chernobyl
’under control’
MOSCOW (Al’) - Employees resumed
work at the Chernobyl nuclear plant on
Sunday, two days after a fire destroyed part of
the roof SA caused no radiation leaks.
The blaze Friday night forced the temporal, shutdown of one of three operating reactors. It was the worst accident at the
Ukrainian plaza since Use April 1986 disaster
in which an expiosion and fur spewed radiation around the world aid caned at least 32

dada
Vastly Kostitsky, a spokesman for the
Ukraine Environmental Protection Ministry,
said mations at Use two reactors unaffected
by Friday’s fire were operating normally on
Sunday.
The satiation is "wider control," he said by
Kiev.
te=ryfrom
aid scientists were monitoring
radiation levels as a precaution. But they had
"found no deviations from Use norm," he said,
mid repeated government statements that no
radiation had leaked
The fire ha renewed debase over the safety of reactors nationwide.
Whether to close Use plant quiddy, or wait
for a replacement to be built, already is a
major campaign issue in the Ukraine’s first
ular presidential election, scheduled for
1.
Public sentiment against nuclear energy is
strong, a legacy of the 1986 disaster, the
worst in Use history of nucksr power. The disaster involved the No. 4 reactor, now permanently out of commission.
The plant’s three other reactors had continued operating, but the Soviet news agency
Tass said Friday’s fire shut down the No. 2
reactor. Officials said it would remain out of
service for a month or more while repairs are
made.
On Saturday, the Ministry of the Atomic
Power Industry in Moscow said the fire bloke
out as a turbine driven by the reactor was
being adrd for repairs.

0 Storm moves along
after killing one
TOKYO (Al’) - Tropical Storm Orchid
churned along Japan’s northeastern coast on
Sunday after killing one person, injuring 14
and flooding hundreds of homes_
The National Police Agency said a 43 year-old woman was killed Saturday by a
landslide caused by the storm’s torrential
rains in Fukushirna state in ncrthern Japan.
It sad six people were injured in lbkyo on
Friday night when another landslide derailed
a train. Eight people were reported injured in
Chiba, immediately east of Tokyo, and in

PRO CNOICE NEPUBUCA118 to
organlze for 1992 elections Cali
Coltrane Republicans for Choice
415 3419229
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and X.
rays no Merge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now? For brochure see A S
Office or
Call 800655.3225
Mae DONORS NEEDED to help
internee couples scheme pregnancy
The Fertility and Reproductive
Health institute of Northern Callfor
nis Is recruPting women 18 35 to
donate eggs Requires testing 2
hours dolly for approximately two
weeks Egg donors are condense.
ed financially for their time Call
Saundra at (406) 358-2500
MAKE A DIFIERIENCE in the life of
a mentaiiy Ill person Volunteer
your friendship 3 hods per Week
Training is provided.
Call 436.0605.
81000.000 MEDICAL/INTALIN
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California Rates
as low es $20. per month. For
brochure, cell:
(408) 252-7300
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
freer Clty chlkiren / youth
Serve with Chyteem Ministries
58uth outreach in bine clubs,
tutoring. discipleship
Hours flexible Berne Ashby
(4013)998.4770
CASH POO COIJ.MIL Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources
of amiloble college cash. Our personalized Financial Planning Report
Odds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Call for a free copy
of ’10 Ways To Stretch %bur Soho*.
tership Chances’.
408 7338226
ARE YOU APPLYING TO ORADUATI
SCHOOL? The Princeton Review
WW1 Pre-Law, Pre-Business and
other prospecthe graduate stu
FREE
dents interested in
LSAT, GMAT or GRE diagnostic
exam Call 1408) 266997410
make pour reservation Call Today!

bete

88 CHEM SPENT Sep, 86 It ml.,
1 owner, me gas mtg., relegate.
convect. $1999/o.b0
Call Lends 924-3243.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Spell Student Programs
Serving 5151.1 for 20 years
’Greet Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rem for NonGcod Demers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family leAultker
CAll TODAY
296-5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also Pen Saturdays 92

FOR SALE
0111INTAINMOIT ’92 - 34-1_
coupon books 4 dining, moves,
sports a travel. Greet gifts a good
4 students. $35. Brien 2433497.

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS .1098- $900:42000.
per. !no Summer. Yr. roue, All
countres. All fields Free info
VeritelIC, P.O.Box 52.C.A03.
Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625
EARN 420.. $21./11R. SELLJNII
unique hand toots. Great
opportunity (209) 63115455
TEACHER FOR LIC. PUSI CTR
Mln 8ECE untts rep 2 10 yr
Mere
olds. Fie Ms Do Eve
So Son Jose 281-8880
Fremont 415 792 9907
DUIRINIERS for (1) Static 2561M
RAM. (2) Video Delon% RAM for
graphics 4 - 5 yrs. experience
415 9681938
Mt BUS. AD / MAJOR for weer,
made molten, startup VI
eccel service bus.
Call Ilyratl, 408 6234248.
LAWN AERATION SAM
$10. NOUN.
Guaranteed
weekends.
Green Thumb Lawn Service
249-0556.

"MR. SLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algaea scido1, COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want
philus) on hand now Special money to have Ath, 011ie still maintainer&
your school schedule, & get paid
milky/severe plan for 155 5 soror
Ines, hats or groups. Get brain for It too? Then you will be glad to
know that ComputerWare, the
food/body rebuilding items from
original and best Mac software /
Viktor In SH 211 or write, Plan 196,
PO. Boo 9. 5J CA 95103 Phone holm@ rese(ke has inswediate
403 254-1447 Free yeast self-test PT sales openeres it our Surinheia
store. Candidates must be highly
Duties include
Mee
ceshlerIng, product demo*, and
OPEN BIBLE
customer support. Corer letter &
Oh, put God to the tee end wr
lelarkill to Personnel.
how idnd He le
Computereare. 2600W. Elayshore
Honor em feller arid mother.
Rd., Psio Alto, CA 94303.
that you 11111), here a long, good life
NW must riot murder.
POSTAL XIS AVAILARLEI
’du must not commit adultery.
Marry positions. Greet beneets.
Ibu must not steal.
Cell 806 682-7555 Ext. R3310.
You must not Ile.
Iteu must not be greedy.
S. Cit. P0.805 160315
CHILDCARE M OUR Los Gatos
Cie/actin, CA 95016.
hone 2 sons; 10 yr/old Ind blind
4 yr/old 616 Ms. lc Mondays,
other hrs vary. nitealble with
*helot Oen trans., reference,
$5 50 Pv Call Sue st 35643515
SOUS OARS, theses. boats,
1110011 SCARCE 91 Cosmopolitan
4 dieselline, motorhornes, by FBI.
IRS, DEA. Available vox area no*. international modeling agency
seeking M / F for fashion, print are
Call 806 682-7555 En. C-1255.

meats.

AUTOMOTIVg

northern Japan.
The agary said 673 houses were flooded,
249 landslides were repotted aid nada were
damaged at 39 places is Tokyo snd neighboring areas an well as ncrthan Japsn.
The Central Meteorological vrtyl. said
the storm, downgraded from a
was
in the Pacific 180 miles CiLet 0 Chiba On
Monday night and was moving northeast at
18 mph. Its winds reached 65 mph, the agency said.
Orchid is the Pacific’s 21st typhoon this
season
Typhoon Mireille, Use 19th, was the worn
to hit Japan in three decades, pounding both
ends of the archipelago with winds of up to
133 mph. Mireille left 45 people dead and
7’77 injured in late September.

NEWS

QUIZ

live correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today.
One to two - Where nave you
been?

o Where did a fire recently endanger
an historic lodge?
What have critics said about CU
Chancellor Bami Munitz being chosen
to form an environmental task (orce?
What
is UPD officer Tim
Vilna-ice’s nickname?
0 What is Use basis fix singer George
Michael’s first tour in three years?
What forced SJSU quarterback
Mat Veatch to sit out the entire season
last year?

e

ANSWERS, 1) At Multnomah Falls, m the
Count.. River Gorge of Oregon 2) They questioned his vies/oars an dm envoorment conedmile his evolvement with a company accused
aifdw coterie. 3.) "huipector Gadge" 4) The
’Cover to Cove- IOW kalif!. renditions af
classic les of the pars. 5) Reconstruenve elbow
funierY.

Edited by Corey le:seder
Sponse [lady Assume News Editor

FAx: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

7

-"Iffrar"
SjSU WEATHER: TODAY - Sunny and hot. Highs in the low 90s.
TOMORROW Continued dear and warm. High of 88. Light NW wind at 15 mph.

WORLD EVENTS

0 3,000 rebel deaths
in power struggle

San lose State University III Monday, Oaober 14, 191

T.V. commercial wont. For free reel.
whom Cell 3748090
TEACHER OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION Motor Development
for chldren, 2 to 12 yews
Experenoe end car required
Geneers, Inc., 1408) 9968955

ruminuusait

NATIONWIDE
81
Axe fraterney. sorority, or other
campus group can awn between
$50011000 M Ms then 7 des
You pm absolutely nothing
Cell 1.800735.2017 En 3
POP SYSTEMS has Job openings
H heghtech computer industry
Excellent wort:sly for graduating
marleelnylors, or any
grolust
senior Call
(408) 944-0 1 for Interest e a
fulktime or PIO OfOO account
executhe posItIon open
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty See
poi Applications accepted 14F
230.5.00. 1235 Oremeed Pion,
Sunnyvale 245.2911. Conveniently
located off Hwy. 101£ Lawrence
Dom. See you soon!
REC/P.L OR CHILD REV/ED
INUORSI Small World Schools Is
herlrg teachers end substitutes for
our 9 preschool 16.12 units ECE
preferred) and 12 Ichoolege
(rat/Pt units p4.1 programs kW
ham both full-terns and part-time
posItions Flexible hours airsilable.
Our coders se Men Ram to 6 Pm
Experience preferred but not
required Cali 257-7326

noun

START $7- $OO PER
Dec Swirtarre shifts Pt/Pt
ff pay
Saccety/Remtion/High tech
Excellent bend,’
Credit trio Medical insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Intweaces
Apply lam- 5pm, Mon Fri
Writhed Security Server*,
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
(beer Seri Tomes Em / Oicon)
NANNY WANTED FOR LOS WOOS
family with two children Childcare
and ligM house cleaning When on
flexible schedule Room, board
salary Coil 356-5615
ATTN: ACCOUNWNO MAJ. P/T Srn
hi vol co by 51811 A/P. Computphone ideas encouraged
er,
Women weecome to women owned
business 9931881

Sal.

HOUSING

asni

APT. $7702 DORM /2
620 a mo. & 1 Bdrm/1 bath apt. $600 a no 12 rno lease Welk or
ride bike to school. 780 S 11th
street. Leundry facilities. **curly
bide cable TV mail Remodeled,
very clew" Cell my 2889157

COMPUTOMMTE km cost dating
service. FREE brochure. PO Box
612112, Si CA 95161-2112
’WO 4239199 ’Agents Wonted’

JAPANESE STUDENTS: Reduced
rent in exchange for taacherg
owner Japanese Rent nester
bedroom 1 block horn Igit Rali
SJSU 10 men. sway. Includes
kerheen & w/d. $350./M0 1/3
unites 277.3367 or 298 6182
Ask for Chris

IMSEMICH SOMME&
All *objects Pepe" thesis dwell>
mere. assIstonce Qualtned
Ezell’. Resumes
Way guerenteed Raasoneble
Berkeley t415) 841-5036

STATE NOME APAR17sENTS
2 bcIrm / 2 both Meet 4765 Free
basic cable TV, Security Gates.
Remodeled - Roomy end clew,
508 S 11th St.
Call Or 295.5256 or
Stew 729-0290
Leave message
2 DORM. -2 DATE Free cable,
emceed poking. cult Ideal for 4
students Pool table & pingpong
4th & William, 947.0603
UNE NEW 161 APTS.
Brlapt & airy
with AYH. DW. AC Gated ponies.
Interco’’, laundry.
Two roornrnels 0 K.
Rent $6654850.
Also rent monthly parking only
Quest nice for
1 block from corpus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER.
2974705

MURAL
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE,
monthly
pubilcatlon
serving
entrepreneurs with DM & articles.
oa
91$410207010

IlTre

MACTINHYSIS CLMICI Unwanted
heir rernowed forayer. Sweetie
ConficenUal Sex own sterile
probe or disposable
Cad 247-7411.
335 S Beywocd Ave Son Jose

SERVICES

MINI TO FUT
All levels, private through
commercial Special 1 hour.
introductory Mal for $35 00 Call
elm it 4081 72331445 for details
IMPOSSISSED
MS Families/
homes avalleble at below mower
value Fantastic weevil You
emir Also S&L balecut proper
Dew Call 805 682.7555
Est. 141513.

TRAVEL
FREI TRAVEL Alr couriers end
Cruismnips. Stocients also need.
ad Christmas, Spring are Summer
for Amusement Park employment
Cali 805682.7555 Ext F-1.66

WHERE

DO YOU WANT TO SOT
Harrell. Mexico. Europe. 1.1 S?
MOO >the Christmas plans now
Call for low seems
4011 997-3647 Mono

WORDPROCESSING
EXPIDSIDICED WORD Processors,
familiar wen APArturelen
formats. Science are Ergilsh
leers as specialty. Free spell
chuck/storage. Low-cost editing
end grephics. Reornes and MISS
*erste, wrallable.
Maatarson’ Word Processing
Cali Pm! or Virginia 251.0449

509 DISCOUNT as HI
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye liner Eyebrows . les Cheek
Small scree wended.
Emerm 12-2591
Cell Irian at 408 3793502
Her Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave 517
Campbell, CA 95008.

TIMIS / WORDPROCESSIOM
Frorn $2 per page.
Free pickup / delivery on campus
Phone 408 3382279

SARI IT ALL PERMANENT NUR
REMOVAL. Stop shrMrewakIngtersezinjor caring chemical. Let
re permanently 101710611 SOW
unwanted has Rack, Chest, Lep,
?
Chen, Tummy, etc. Students
& faculty 15% discount. 1.1 spe
1/2 price If made before December
25th. Hatt Today Gene Tomorrow.
621E. Campbell Ave. all Comp
bell, Ces.4011 379.3500.
Owen, Trish or Melte.
RagIstered ElactrologIsts.

IDIPONOICEDa AFFORDAOLE
Tern, peplos, Renee, rnenuscripts
etc. Call Gina 3911141011S
CALL MARINA 20414144.9 for word
processing with Mod Perfect 5 1
’Mid Lass’, Specialize marg,
ej., gramme" sentence structim.
formatting (APP.. Turablan. MLA)
Can also MR your 5 1/4 OM in 96
5.0/5.1 or AM* Assestance seri

all phases of these, term paper. &
resume Preperation ESL students
means 4.1198 Coen area
MIEN THE MT
1111 AU, YOU SEEM
Paws Typed
Laser Printer
Spell Check
$1 90 pp and up
Evenicg weekend toes
Ber,yessa/Evergreen
254.4565
PROFESS/ORAL TIMIS SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Wont, APA
Turetnan Desktop Publishing.
Graphic Desgirllakout
Laser
Seleaction Garwood
VIRGIL* INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
New Oskrklge Mall 224.6395
TYPING & WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER
EILEEN 226.1459

PAGE

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good ’peens and grammar
also help Let this
English taatrwr SSSISt
You in Improvire your
G.P.A. Forger students
welcome Call Barbara
TE/TYPEat
14081295-7438
AAANI EXPIDOIDICED MIST.
Let me do dw typing’?
Resumes, torn papers. theses,
etc Gild So Wanted ASWIS154
days (woes & ~Sends by spot I
IBM Comp / Law dredge
Call Arra 9724992
AFIRMIDABLE & IXPERNDOCID
wordprocessing! Term papers
Worts. {MOO Mows. resumes.
Whey theses. laserprinter.

ROOMMATE METE, Rent
$21250.2 bed / 2 bath there
roan. 148 E. Weems, deem,
Apts. Contact Ben King 9714708
PIM MOM a BOARD in exchange
for pert4Ime child cow (7a. old) &
house work. 10 mln to
campus. Prefer Education / Pasch
mirror. Cali 295-2340, salt for AWE.

light

ROOM 4 ROM: 7 min from school.
3 bd/2 but. w/d, yard, garage.
ftenlehed, share w/ 2 roommates.
Mud see $300 month Cali Matt
2638550.

WORD PROCESSING - Friendly
home typist using Word Perfect &
Laser tenter Neer 801OrgOf a De
Anis Blvd 12 years legal openwipe &donne 446.5658
ABANDON TIN PRUSTRATIONI
CALL EDP SERVICES!
Reports AM Tursbian,
rose-ries, letters & more
Postscript Laser*
Affordable, secures. & fast!
Hours 8 30 on 7 00 pm
Cell Evelyn 2708014
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced. professlonsi
wordproomerg Theses, torn
POPOV Rol MOM. Mc
AO formats viewing APR
Quick return
Transcription services available
Almaden / 8,1111hArk MSS
Phone 2644504
(SMUT( TIMM ilalaaCI
Term Papers, theme, resumes.
letters, reports. All formats
Steno mice. Pick up end delevery
for large jobs 20 years
esperierce MA in ErVlei
Cell Margaret.
Ran to 8 pm. st 2514775
TWO MACRO MOM CAMPUS
nee to Orem Joe’s
TYPING WOMPRCCESSING
$1 5012 00 page
Macintosh ewer print
Notes, papers, letters
flYiene. Femmes etc Free eyeing
DoMmenn Bushes, Center
325S let St IV Fl 283.0700

I DAILY CLASSIRED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

DOODOEMODODOODOEIODOODOECM=DOO
DODEDEIODOODOODEODOODOCIErlOODEMO
EIDOODODEDOODOODOODODDEELMODDOO
ODOODOODEOODOODOODOODEMEOCIODOE
Nen*

ROOM IN TOWNHOUSE, 8110
Camden Mstr./bsth $450 or room
$350. N/S 406 879.9415 Nice.

ate All formats plus APP.,
Spelicheck. PSCIU1100O/ grammar
assistance All mark guaranteed
Call PAM 247-2681. Bern 8prn
for worry free professional
dependable service

AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
One Two Three Four Five
Day Days Dive Days Dept
31ines $5.00 $00 $7.00 $6.00 $00
4 Ines $6.00 $7.00 $11.00 $600 $10.00
Slits.. $7.00 $6.00 $9.00 $10.00 $11-00
6 knee $6.00 $9.00 $I000$1100 $1200
Each addition. Ins. $1.00
Each additional day: $1.00
SEMESTER RATES, AU, ISSUES
5-9 lines: $70.00 10-14 Ines: $90.00
15-19 Ines $110.00
Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Please check /
your classification:
_Announcements

CJIWSOIne

Automotive
Computers

Phone
)

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Soso State University
San Joss, California 98192-0149
arrirord dock loaded roads Wilhiquirit Library Nor* 102

II Deadline Two
days before publication III Consecutive publications dales one U No refunds
on asnoslied ads

For See
Greek

Waned
__Housing
i.ost and Found
Personal
Services
_Stereo
Travel
_Help

_Wordprocessing

